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It is a well-known fact that after his 1956 emigration György Ligeti wanted to 
break with Hungarian musical tradition, especially with Bartók’s legacy.1 Though 
he was terribly homesick, as Rachel Beckles Willson points out, he did not publicly 
mention his relation to Hungary for twelve years.2 However, Ligeti’s writings and 
radio lectures, above all his Bartók analyses written between 1957 and 1961, reveal 
much of his relation to the recent past. As he told Péter Várnai in an interview in 
1979, his alienation from Bartók had begun already in 1955 before his emigration.3 
Under the new circumstances experienced in the West, this process was reinforced 
with his turn towards Anton Webern’s music.4 It is clear that Ligeti did not want to 
be a ‘Bartók-boy’, that is a socially disadvantaged emigrant Hungarian composer 
in Cologne or Darmstadt, but aspired to be regarded as a colleague of equal rank. 
As a result, he consciously avoided opportunities when he could have presented 
himself as a Bartók expert: in all probability he accepted such invitations only 
if he needed money. This is how his foreword to the pocket score of Bartók’s 
String Quartet no. 5 (1957),5 his radio lecture on Mikrokosmos (around 1959)6 and 
another two-part radio lecture on Bartók’s harmony (in 1961) came into existence.7
Ligeti’s custom of measuring every single musical feature in an analysis of 
Bartók’s music, which was typical of the Hungarian musicians’ circles, can be seen 
in his Webern lectures. Other signs indicating that Ligeti tried to use analytical 
devices acquired in Hungary are his constant references to a piece of musicological 
literature which did not come up in the discussions of the Darmstadt avant-garde. 
Speaking about symmetrical structures in new music, he referred in his Webern 
lectures to Bartók’s Music for Strings, Percussion and Celesta, linking Webern’s 
compositional devices to those of Bartók.8 Ligeti even mentioned Knud Jeppe-
sen’s books on counterpoint,9 a core of Hungarian composers’ curriculum,10 but 
by no means a part of the basic literature on serialism. Ligeti’s reference to Ernő 
Lendvai’s Bartók analysis in his lecture on Bartók’s harmony in 1961 must have 
had a similarly surprising effect, for Lendvai’s theory was absolutely unknown in 
Western Europe at that time.11 These references could be understood as signs of the 
earlier Hungarian context in a transitional period. Ligeti had to relearn everything 
after 1956; he had to acquire the skill to look at music with new eyes, to approach 
music absolutely differently from what he had been used to. To a certain extent he 
had to undergo ‘brainwashing’. His understanding of Bartók’s music as well as his 
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readings of Lendvai or Jeppesen had formed essential parts of his earlier life and 
had functioned as fundamentals of his craftsmanship up to 1956, which he could 
not forget from one day to the next.
This rupture with his past had certain psychological consequences as well: it 
was part of Ligeti’s self-distancing from Bartók that he stressed the weaknesses 
of some of Bartók’s compositional ideas and technical solutions. In fact, Ligeti 
criticized exactly the same works – those from Bartók’s last period12 – that he had 
characterized a few years earlier, in agreement with the contemporary Hungarian 
reception, as ‘the peaks of modern music’.13 Ligeti consciously stressed that he 
agreed even with René Leibowitz’s accusation that Bartók had made a compromise 
in his late works.14 While in Ligeti’s view Bartók’s music brought something new 
to compositional thinking with regard to melody and harmony, rather than the use 
of symmetrical structures, his forms represented a kind of provincial attitude.15 
This was due to Bartók’s traditional composition practice based on Beethoven’s 
technique of development, particularly if these forms are compared with Stravin-
sky’s oeuvre.16 According to Ligeti, Bartók insisted on closed, periodical forms 
and believed in traditional musical materials, in spite of the fact that this material 
was impaired in the hands of Bartók’s contemporaries. Ligeti’s formulation – ‘the 
musical material was impaired’17 – and his other wording accusing Bartók of 
turning his late works into ‘consumer goods’18 refer unambiguously to Adorno’s 
theories on new music and the music market.19
His deliberate distancing of himself from his former ideal led later to suppres-
sions in connection with his Hungarian heritage. In the interview given to Péter 
Várnai in 1979 Ligeti identified Ernő Lendvai’s Bartók analyses with the theory 
of golden section, although he must have been aware that golden section theory 
was but one of Lendvai’s analytical devices. Remembering Lendvai’s theory Ligeti 
recalled his own experiments with the golden section, which proves again that 
Ligeti tried to reconcile his earlier experiences with the new information gathered 
in Cologne and Darmstadt in the transitional period between 1957 and 1961:
I was greatly influenced by the prevailing mood among musicians in Cologne 
and Darmstadt. I felt the need to work out the construction of my works with 
great precision. I was in complete agreement with Ernő Lendvai’s Bartók 
analysis. (Just for the record; in the Cologne studios I tried to apply the prin-
ciple of the golden section to my work with partials. The result was senseless 
and it sounded awful.) Since then, I have to come to the conclusion that the 
golden section is only one of several formal divisions that are neither quite 
symmetrical nor quite asymmetrical. In the first movement of Apparitions, I 
applied Bartók’s golden section as interpreted by Lendvai. Its first part is in a 
low register and the second in a high register; the relative duration of the two 
parts corresponds to the proportions of the golden section. Subsequent shorter 
parts of the movement are also divided in the same proportion. The golden 
section is in fact the dominant formal principle of the work. Looking back 
on it, I must say that I could have applied any other principle of proportions 
just as well.20
AuQ20
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Ligeti’s statement plays down the importance of his experiments with the golden 
section, and describes them as an error, or at least as a lower stage of his develop-
ment. But he fails to mention that his experiment was in full agreement with the 
practice of contemporary Hungarian composers, who interpreted Lendvai’s 1955 
book on Bartók’s style as a starting point to fecundate ‘Hungarian serial music’ 
with the spirit of Bartók’s music.21
In point of fact, Ligeti never denied that Lendvai’s theory had had a great impact 
on him. Both of the two young musicians, of the same age, participated in the 
shaping of Hungarian Bartók interpretation after the composer’s death. They both 
attended Bence Szabolcsi’s Bartók seminar at the Academy of Music; their first 
analytical studies on Bartók, published in 1947 and 1948 respectively, were elabo-
rated and discussed there.22 For the young Ligeti Szabolcsi was ‘the crystallization 
point of the new Hungarian school’, as he was ‘the most important adviser and the 
highest authority on all musical issues’.23
Based on the composer’s personal recollection, Friedemann Sallis pointed out 
that Ligeti’s enthusiasm for Szabolcsi decreased in the following years because 
of the musicologist’s ‘political opportunism’, as Ligeti put it, and his role as the 
‘eminence grise’ of the hard-line communist music journal, Új Zenei Szemle (New 
Music Review).24 To understand Ligeti’s criticism of Szabolcsi one has to com-
prehend the function of Bartók’s image in the circle of progressive intellectuals in 
Hungary. After leaving his homeland in the autumn of 1940 Bartók soon became 
a symbol of freedom and ethical purity in the collective memory, an image also 
reinforced by his premature death on 26 September 1945. This was how the so-
called Bartók model came into being.25 Hungarian musicians, old and young alike, 
acquired a profound knowledge of Bartók’s oeuvre or rather the part one could get 
acquainted with at that time. Nevertheless, Bartók’s music as a ‘national matter’ 
became a constant topic of discussion among progressive musicians. Bartók was 
alive in many musicians’ memory, even though his figure faded during his five-
year emigration. But there was also a new generation of composers, performers 
and musicologists who did not know him personally any more. For them Bartók 
was a historical figure, whose music was no longer self-explanatory but something 
that had to be interpreted. These young musicians, like Ligeti and Lendvai, were, 
however, fully aware that Bartók’s oeuvre would determine the direction of the 
new Hungarian music. As a result, Hungarian Bartók analysis had a triple function: 
in addition to forming a general understanding of Bartók it helped performers to 
interpret Bartók’s works in agreement with their poetic content,26 and, at the same 
time, showed composers the direction towards a new tonality based on twelve 
tones.27
The leading music journal of this early period between 1945 and 1948, Zenei 
Szemle (Music Review), published several unknown documents on Bartók’s life as 
well as articles that interpreted stylistic issues in the composer’s oeuvre. Ligeti’s 
and Lendvai’s first writings were of this latter type. Both made an effort to develop 
a kind of ‘close reading’ in Hungary. Their interpretations belong to the family of 
twentieth-century structural analyses and can be understood as parallel phenomena 
with the American ‘pitch class set’ analysis that tried to prove, among others, that 
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there were serial implications in Bartók’s music.28 With his analysis Lendvai aimed 
at demonstrating that Bartók’s method of composition was of equal rank at the very 
least, if not superior, to Schoenberg’s dodecaphony.29 Lendvai wanted to prove that 
Bartók’s compositional method was completely systematic, which meant for him 
that Bartók was able to combine tonal and atonal thinking. According to Lendvai, 
the ability to reconcile those two principles allowed Bartók to get the upper hand 
over the second Viennese school.
The view of the supremacy of new Hungarian music due to Bartók’s genius is 
apparent not only in Lendvai’s analyses but in other Hungarian Bartók interpreta-
tions as well. However, it is clear from Ligeti’s recollections that Hungarian musi-
cians did not understand the principle of dodecaphony at that time. As he put it,
I did not know Schoenberg or Webern but had heard about their music and 
worked out a kind of pentatonic serialism. The series consisted of two penta-
tonic scales – with two pien notes they add up to twelve.30
One has to admit that it is not only this misinterpretation of dodecaphony that distin-
guishes the young Hungarians’ analyses from other structuralist conceptions. Char-
acteristic of Lendvai’s and Ligeti’s analyses is that they strive to interpret Bartók’s 
compositional technique by hermeneutical means as well: they ask for the meaning 
of Bartók’s chordal structures, forms and periodicity. Extramusical inspirations play 
a significant role in their interpretations. Such inspirations would have been unimagi-
nable in either the writings of István Szelényi, the most prolific Bartók analyst of the 
time, or the studies of the Darmstadt circle or the American set theorists.
The most decisive literary inspiration must have been Sigmund Freud’s col-
lection of four essays entitled Totem und Tabu (Totem and Taboo), published in 
1913.31 Lendvai cites the book in his study on Bartók’s style,32 and József Ujfalussy 
mentions Lendvai’s Freudian inclination even in the 1955 Lendvai debate in a 
derogatory sense.33 We know from György Kurtág’s recollections that Totem und 
Tabu was one of Ligeti’s main readings at the end of the 1940s.34 It is not hard to 
understand why young Hungarian intellectuals turned to Freud’s theory: Freud’s 
work is about breaking taboos, about the reasons for violating basic ancestral rules, 
about the murderer in us, about the survivors’ consciousness of guilt and neurosis 
that makes it possible to go on living, in short, about emotional defects that could 
be experienced during and after World War II. For Ligeti, who lost both his beloved 
father and brother in 1944, the reading of Freud’s theory must have helped in the 
process of coping with and overcoming the loss.
Young Hungarian analysts nevertheless make direct reference to Freud’s book 
only incidentally. Much more often they speak about a primitive or an ancestral 
tone, which breaks into an idealistic world of the nineteenth century. Ligeti for-
mulated this unambiguously in his analysis of Bartók’s Bear Dance in 1948, and 
his reference to Freud’s theory is hardly disputable:
This is the moment, when Europe, over-ripe, a glass-encaged silver rose – 
mere soft lace, trips in a charabanc, the memories of a childhood taste of tea 
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cakes – is suddenly broken into by wolves, bears, by the eerie world of steppes 
and taigas – where do they come from; from which steppes and forests; from 
the far east or perhaps even deeper, from the primeval forest, the long forgot-
ten, haunted darkness of our soul.
No matter: Bartók conjured up something for which no one before had the 
courage, the buried, unacknowledged world, the ‘sprawling on sand’ world of 
‘contemplation’, the noisy, revelling, embracing, murderous, aggressive world 
of magic, dreams, totem worship.35
This section quotes not only Freud but other literary and musical models as well, 
such as Richard Strauss’s Der Rosenkavalier or Marcel Proust’s À la recherche 
du temps perdu. According to Kurtág the latter was another favourite reading of 
Ligeti’s at the time.36 More importantly, the style of the above section resembles 
in an astonishing manner Bence Szabolcsi’s literary style, particularly that of his 
1940 book A zene története (The History of Music).37 Ligeti’s analysis of Bartók’s 
Bear Dance, published, remarkably, while he was still a student at the Academy 
of Music, bears the signs of a successfully done homework.
Ligeti even cites Ernst Kurth’s theory, which was a standard work for all Hun-
garian pupils of composition and teachers who followed Kodály’s instructions.38 
Ligeti, who from the early 1940s had been familiar with Kurth’s Musikpsychologie, 
his book on the Tristan-chord and his theory of Bachian counterpoint,39 concen-
trated in his analysis on Bartók’s use of dissonances. Dissonances are phenom-
ena that need explanation in this context, as they are strange or disturbing to the 
average listener. Ligeti tries to prove that Bartók’s chromaticism originates from 
the pentatonic scale as Bartók never wrote twelve-tone music, his compositional 
thinking is rooted firmly in the diatonic or pentatonic tradition, and ‘the chromatic 
flavour [in his compositions] is produced merely with freely manipulated, often 
simultaneously appearing small and large appoggiaturas’.40 In Ligeti’s view, the 
chromaticism of some pieces of Mikrokosmos is nothing but a compressed penta-
tonic scale.41 While the former statement is but a reformulation of Kodály’s 1921 
explanation of Bartók’s dissonances influenced by Kurth’s theory as well,42 the 
latter is in full concordance with Ligeti’s above-mentioned reference to his own 
experiments with pentatonic dodecaphony.43
After 1948 events unexpectedly took a turn for the worse: the communist take-
over changed the climate not only in politics and everyday life, but also, following 
the Zhdanovian directives, in cultural life. Bartók’s oeuvre was reinterpreted and 
re-evaluated in the light of the new, communist ideology, and this reinterpretation 
led to the much-debated ‘Bartók-case’ around 1950.44 The change cast a shadow 
over the recently emerged discipline of Hungarian Bartók analysis, leading to its 
disappearance from musical discourse for a while. In the issues of Új Zenei Szemle 
(New Music Review) almost ninety papers on Bartók (documentary editions, 
philological essays, ideological interpretations) were published between 1950 and 
1956 but only seven of them were analytical studies, written without exception for 
the Lendvai debate, initiated by the senior editor of the journal, István Szelényi, in 
1955–6.45 It is telling that three of the seven studies were by him.46
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Between 1948 and 1955, during a decisive period of his artistic maturation, 
the composer’s views changed considerably. As a result, his 1948 analysis of the 
Bear Dance and his 1955 study on Bartók’s chromaticism cannot be claimed to 
be of identical specific gravity. The same can be said of Ernő Lendvai’s writ-
ings. Their mentality changed gradually after 1948, but this change, the deviation 
from the official mainstream, became manifest only in the Lendvai debate of 1955 
when Lendvai’s theory – above all his new book on Bartók’s style – was attacked 
in both ideological and musical respects. Both Ligeti and Lendvai abandoned 
‘Freudian’ interpretations. Instead, Lendvai began interpreting works of art as 
natural phenomena in which every event derives from the conditions of nature.47 
Thus, Bartók’s music represented real life, nature, and, at the same time, conjured 
up the other, extra-natural or supernatural world. Lendvai’s view resulted in his 
political and professional discrediting; he was relegated to the periphery of musi-
cal life.48 Ligeti’s deviation was not so severely punished. The editors of Új Zenei 
Szemle only supplemented with a footnote Ligeti’s study on the circumstances of 
the development of Bartók’s chromaticism written in defence of Lendvai: ‘This 
interesting explanation of Bartók’s music is to be regarded momentarily as a topic 
of debate.’49
Up to this point Ligeti had progressed smoothly up the hierarchy of Hungar-
ian musical life, due partly to the support of the greatest living authority, Zoltán 
Kodály.50 Ligeti was teaching at the Academy of Music and published tutorials 
on classical harmony.51 When at the age of thirty-two he published his study on 
Bartók’s chromaticism he was already in a position to appear with self-assurance 
and to manifest himself as a skilled expert on Bartók. Rachel Beckles Willson 
points out, however, that Ligeti appears in this study as a representative of Hun-
garian ‘national apologists’ who gave voice to the contemporary Hungarian view 
when he positioned Bartók above Schoenberg.52 In reality he relied on other 
sources than his contemporaries when he appreciated Bartók as the most relevant 
composer of the twentieth century.
In his study Ligeti takes undoubtedly sides with Lendvai, but Adorno’s Phi-
losophy of New Music, which Ligeti acquired at that time,53 influenced him 
more. Ligeti’s writing resembles the complicated structure of Adorno’s German 
philosophical language, which gives the impression of clumsiness in Hungarian. 
Sometimes Ligeti even uses hidden quotations from Adorno’s text, for example 
when he speaks about the possibility of the dissolution of dodecaphony through 
contrapuntal thinking or the formal-structural problems caused by the disappear-
ance of tonality.54 These might have seemed indeed ‘interesting explanations’ for 
those of Ligeti’s Hungarian contemporaries who did not know Adorno’s book. It 
is, however, evident that Ligeti was no longer interested in the meaning of Bartók’s 
music. Hermeneutics disappeared from his set of devices.
It must have been due to Adorno’s influence that Ligeti realized his alienation 
from Bartók:
Then, in the early ’50s I began to feel that I had to go beyond Bartók. It did not 
mean repudiating him, of course; stylistically, I have always maintained very 
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strong links with him. What I felt I had to abandon were traditional forms, a 
musical language of the traditional kind, the sonata form [. . .]. I wanted to 
get away from all ready-made forms, which Bartók took seriously, and had 
learned from late Beethoven and from Liszt. Bartók’s sonorities were still 
valid for me, also his chromaticism, but I had to get beyond formal structure 
as used by Bartók, and here I mean not only the overall structural forms but 
also the small formal elements of a composition.55
Ligeti’s recollection is completely in agreement with his Bartók studies written 
after his emigration and hints at the same compositional difficulties – the tradition-
alism of the formal thinking – that he stressed in his 1961 radio lecture on Bartók’s 
harmony. Ligeti tried to find a new way of creating musical forms for which he 
could not regard Bartók’s music as a model any longer. Adorno’s book, however, 
suggested a possible solution that stirred his imagination. In his 1955 Bartók article 
Ligeti refers to it in connection with the technique of development: ‘development 
no longer exists, form becomes static, for all intents and purposes, it stands outside 
of time’.56 Later, Ligeti strove for the ideal of this kind of static music without time 
for some years, but at that time, in 1955, he had no means to realize it. This implies 
that his study on Bartók’s chromaticism not only is a document of the history of 
Hungarian Bartók analysis, but should be regarded as one of the first sources of the 
changes in Ligeti’s compositional thinking that led him to a new, Western-oriented 
creative phase after 1956. The transitional period that ended with Ligeti’s total 
assimilation to new Western music began in Budapest in the mid-1950s. Bartók’s 
music lost its significance for Ligeti for the next twenty years, but its interpretation 
as an essential source of Ligeti’s stylistic change survived the cataclysm.
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